New Encounter Visit Procedure Codes for Provider Type 17 Specialty 181 (FQHC)

The Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) is expanding the Prospective Payment System (PPS) Encounter Visit Procedure Codes for provider type 17 (Special Clinics) specialty 181 (Federally Qualified Health Centers) to allow for more detailed data collection on visit type. The new HCPCS codes that are in effect with claims with dates of service on or after May 1, 2015, are as follows: G0466 (New Patient Medical Visit), G0467 (Established Patient Medical Visit), G0468 (Annual Well Visit and/or Initial Preventive Physical Exam), G0469 (New Patient Mental Health Visit) and G0470 (Established Patient Mental Health Visit). These procedure codes replace HCPCS code T1015 (Clinic visit/encounter, all inclusive) for FQHC providers. These procedure codes do NOT change the established rates.